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1           (The following is an excerpt of trial

2      proceedings taken in the matter of Adams vs. The

3      Imported Car Store held before Judge George W.

4      Maxwell, III on October 13, 2012.)

5 EXCERPT NO. 1

6           MR. ROMANO:  Members of the jury.  You came

7      to us two weeks ago as seven individuals from so

8      many different walks of life; from different

9      backgrounds, born in different places, different

10      jobs.  You're now hearing the case where we've

11      had a delay basically of about seven years to

12      finally get us to trial, and there have even been

13      delays where you have been jurors where you had

14      to sit back there and be patient.  And I know

15      that if we said we were going to play one more

16      video you might want to come over that railing at

17      us and literally just push us out of the way

18      because of some of these things.

19           But, folks, seven individuals, but as you

20      sit here now you sit here as the members of an

21      American jury.  You sit here with an awesome

22      power and responsibility, remembering that under

23      our system of justice where there is no system

24      like it anywhere else in the world, it operates

25      because men and women like yourselves get to make
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1      the all important decisions whether it's a civil

2      case or a criminal case.

3           I made some calculations taking us back to

4      the beginning of the trial.  Among the seven of

5      you you have roughly 397 years of combined living

6      experience.  Among the seven of you you have at

7      least 94 years of combined formal schooling and

8      education.  Among the seven of you you have

9      raised or are in the process of raising 12

10      children and God only knows perhaps a number of

11      grandchildren.

12           Why do I say this?  I say this because in a

13      little while our presiding judge, Judge Maxwell,

14      is going to read to you the law that you are to

15      abide by and decide in this case.  One of the

16      things that he is going to read to you is an

17      instruction on what is called believability of

18      witnesses.  And he will tell you that you are to

19      consider the ability of the witness to remember

20      the matters about which the witness testified,

21      and the reasonableness of the testimony of the

22      witness considered in the light of all of the

23      evidence in the case -- and here's the key -- and

24      in light of your own experience and common sense.

25           This is a case about common sense.  We don't
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1      have a law that says you only make a decision on

2      what a witness says and you throw your common

3      sense out the window.  Common sense is a part of

4      it.

5           Well over a hundred years ago a little girl

6      asked a woman is there anything worse than losing

7      your eyesight.  And that ever so special woman,

8      Helen Keller, communicated to this little girl in

9      her special way said, "Yes, losing your vision."

10      Be visionaries as jurors.  Be visionaries as you

11      consider what a witness said or did not say.  Be

12      visionaries as you look through the evidence.

13      And we have all of the evidence marked and it

14      will go back with you into the deliberation room.

15           Now, common sense is part of the way in

16      which you sift through the evidence in order to

17      find out what happened.  Example.  You have

18      several treating physicians who have come in to

19      testify before you who have given you evidence

20      and said, one right after another, the incident

21      on October 17 was the cause of a brain injury.

22      It was a cause that lead to a number of other

23      things including the dystonia and his ensuing

24      injuries and losses to now.  You heard from all

25      of them.
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1           They brought in Dr. Zeide, they brought in

2      Dr. Barbano as paid experts in the case.  I asked

3      Dr. Zeide what about the fact that you've never

4      seen, never eyeballed, never touched, never felt,

5      never listened to the patient.  It makes common

6      sense that a treating physician who has spent

7      sometimes months, sometimes years, seeing,

8      feeling, touching, being a part of the life of a

9      patient that he or she is in a better position to

10      evaluate and to assess what is happening with

11      that patient.

12           Another example.  The defense in this case

13      has said, and part of the defense is to, in our

14      view, just throw mud up on the wall at this

15      family and to hope something might stick.  So,

16      what were we told right from the beginning?

17      Abilify.  Abilify is a medication which must have

18      caused the dystonia.  So, it gets everybody

19      thinking.

20           Let's go down that track and see if it's

21      Abilify.  Well, in analyzing that evidence and

22      using common sense we see that, if we go to the

23      record, which you will have back there of

24      8/23/07, Dr. Hagloch makes a notation in his

25      records.  Now, the important thing here is to
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1      note that when we look at the record of the

2      doctor saying, when Shawn is at MIMA, and we see

3      this record where he "Says, excruciating pain,

4      bizarre behavior.  Bizarre behavior patterns.  He

5      was given a script for Abilify but he lost his

6      bottle of pills and was unable to take it."  And

7      as we look at this record we're looking at a time

8      that comes after Shawn already had signs and

9      symptoms of dystonia.

10           If we look here, we see that May 23 of 2007.

11      This is before he's ever had any Abilify.

12      Dr. Hagloch.  All right?  "Complains of multiple

13      areas of pain and sciatica.  Chronic low back

14      pain.  He has a history of traumatic brain

15      injury.  Also reports non-specific migratory

16      tremors and uncontrollable vegetative symptoms,

17      and I am concerned he has some underlying hidden

18      problem twitching."

19           Common sense tells someone looking at the

20      records this problem started before there was

21      anything going on with Abilify.  And we know when

22      he was first given the Abilify he reported back

23      to the doctor, I didn't even take it because I

24      ended up losing the bottle.

25           Folks, in this case there are many, many
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1      more witnesses that could have been called.  As

2      we told you I think in the beginning that there

3      are probably something in excess of a hundred or

4      so medical people that have seen Shawn.  We tried

5      to bring the ones to you that we thought could

6      give you the information necessary and then

7      provide you with the records.  And we have put

8      all of those records into evidence so that you

9      will have them.  Common sense.

10           Now, I want to go into liability.  I'm not

11      going to spend long on this, but I want to share

12      one thing with you about this man who stopped as

13      a witness.  A man, who, because it was a busy

14      area, and we heard the traffic was heavy out

15      there that day, it makes common sense that a

16      bunch of people saw what happened.  For whatever

17      reason they chose not to stop, and Shawn did.

18           It was many decades ago when I used to see a

19      sign every day back when I was stationed on a

20      marine base in Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, and

21      the sign said, "The Marines.  There is never a

22      wrong time" --

23           MR. TARLOW:  Objection.

24           THE COURT:  What's the objection?

25           MR. TARLOW:  Injecting his personal life
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1      into closing argument.

2           MR. ROMANO:  Judge, all right.  A sign that

3      said, "There is never a wrong time to do the

4      right thing."  Shawn Adams did the right thing.

5      He did what was responsible.  He did what was his

6      duty by stopping to show -- to tell what he had

7      seen.

8           As we travel back briefly to this time of

9      October 17 -- and I promise you I'm not going to

10      rehash everything with you.  You've heard a lot

11      of this a number of times so I won't do that.  We

12      remember that we went through the issues

13      initially, the attack by The Imported Car Store

14      general sales manager on the company property at

15      the work site.  We went through these issues.

16      Accountability, accepting responsibility.

17           The fourth issue, the general sales

18      manager's inexcusable conduct causing injury and

19      harm to Shawn and his family, and then damages

20      and restitution.

21           You are going to be getting a verdict form,

22      and the verdict form, when it comes to you, will

23      have a number of questions on it.  You will also

24      be getting jury instructions which the Judge is

25      going to let you take back there with you.  And
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1      there will be questions on the verdict form

2      specifically setting forth all of the questions

3      that you are being asked to answer as jurors in

4      this case.  It goes through all of the questions

5      that you need to answer as jurors, and it comes

6      to you so that you'll have not only the jury

7      instructions with you but the verdict form.  So,

8      that you will be asked to go through these

9      questions referring to the jury instructions and

10      then answer the questions.

11           What did Shawn Adams do?  He witnessed a car

12      accident, pulled over to help an elderly woman.

13      And you heard his testimony as Shawn explained

14      when he looked up he saw the accident.  He saw

15      one car going left and pushing the other car out

16      of the way.  He then made a decision to come back

17      and go into The Imported Car Store.  He gave

18      directions to the folks at 911.  He got knocked

19      unconscious.

20           Now, what Shawn did was reasonable.  Why is

21      that an important term?  Because one of the jury

22      instructions has to do with whether or not the

23      conduct of an individual is reasonable or not.

24      The defendants, not only The Imported Car Store

25      but The Dingman Group, have taken the official
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1      position in the case that Shawn Adams was

2      negligent.  They have taken the position that he

3      was a trespasser, that his conduct was

4      unreasonable.

5           That defies common sense in this case.  He

6      was a good man who did not do anything other than

7      what everyone would be proud of him for doing.

8      His conduct was reasonable.  He used common sense

9      that day, and it was very admirable and a decent

10      thing for him to do.

11           So, what did the dealership do?  General

12      sales manager attacks an eyewitness to the

13      accident.  Not a single employee offered to help

14      the unconscious victim.  Labels:  Good samaritan,

15      a trespasser.  That's what they call him, the two

16      leaders, the leader of The Imported Car Store,

17      the leader of The Dingman Group.

18           They never fired Neal.  What the dealership

19      did, extreme, outrageous, beyond all decency,

20      just intolerable this conduct of Neal.  As to the

21      dealership, this shows a culture of arrogance.

22      It is a culture of arrogance when someone comes

23      onto the property as an eyewitness and nobody is

24      there to help out the situation.  They label a

25      person a trespasser.
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1           Sales manager, Neal.  What does he say?

2      That's all right.  Don't worry about it.

3      Remember the testimony of Neal?  I am not going

4      to skip back if it doesn't come up there.  The

5      very last thing he said near the end was, I asked

6      him, "Sir, if you could have a do-over," because

7      that's the way I learned the term when I was a

8      little kid, do-overs, I said, "If you could have

9      a do-over, what would you do?"

10           And he said, "If that situation presented

11      itself the way it did again I would headbutt him

12      again."  And what is it that Neal's boss does?

13      Says, okay, the guy's a trespasser.  That's what

14      they do.  And what is it that Mr. Dingman; a

15      trespasser.

16           I'm going to keep on going here.  Sorry

17      about that.  All right.

18           Now, we know that when we had Mr. Mistretta

19      on the stand in his capacity as an individual

20      witness I showed him the interrogatory.

21      Remember, the interrogatories are written

22      questions that each side gets to send to the

23      other.  So, in litigation I can actually send

24      written questions to The Imported Car Store so

25      that they officially answer them under oath and
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1      sign-off on them.  Same thing with The Dingman

2      Group.  They're written questions.

3           When he was on the stand I asked him this

4      question:  We sent him an interrogatory.  And he

5      says, "Believe that the automobile accident

6      involved Jason Neal and an elderly woman.  It is

7      unknown when and where Shawn Adams became a part

8      of the accident.  However, Mr. Adams was a

9      trespasser on the property and was not conducting

10      business at the time of the alleged incident."

11           Folks, they had an opportunity to back off

12      of that.  That answer, when that came up, that's

13      signed by the representative, Mr. Mistretta.

14      That was April, 2011, years after the incident

15      happened.  After this investigation had been

16      done, you heard, by the police, after they knew

17      all of the facts, and they called him a

18      trespasser.  When we took the depositions they

19      called him a trespasser.  When we took Dingman's

20      deposition they called him a trespasser.  They

21      knew he was not a trespasser and just thought,

22      well, we are going to keep on going with that

23      position.  And when he was on the stand he had an

24      opportunity in front of you to say he wasn't a

25      trespasser.  I never should have said that.
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1           So, Ruth Rall reports the assault and

2      battery directly to Mr. Mistretta.  What does she

3      say?  This is her trial testimony.

4           "When you went to Mr. Mistretta's office can

5      you tell the jury about that conversation?"  Do

6      you remember when we had her on the stand and she

7      was standing right up here describing what

8      happened?

9           MR. TARLOW:  Objection, Judge.

10           THE COURT:  Approach.  Is there an

11      objection?

12           (The following side bar discussion was had

13      outside the hearing of the jury.)

14           "MR. TARLOW:  He is publishing portions of

15      the trial transcript.  They're not in evidence.

16      And it's going to lead this jury to believe in

17      their deliberations that the transcript is going

18      to be available for their review.

19           MR. ROMANO:  That's not so, Judge.  I'm

20      showing the transcript, but I get to show them

21      what a given witness said.  I can blow it up on a

22      board, show a transcript.

23           THE COURT:  Do you have any case law that

24      says that?

25           "MR. TARLOW:  He can only show them what's
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1      in evidence.  He can't show them in a closing

2      argument something that's not in evidence because

3      this is what's going to happen.  They're going to

4      ask for trial testimony.  He can say -- he can

5      read from something but he is not allowed to show

6      it to them.

7           THE COURT:  They are allowed to ask for

8      read-backs.

9           MR. ROMANO:  Judge, it's up to the sound

10      discretion of the Court.  I think that we have a

11      right to do it this way.

12           THE COURT:  How much of this do you plan on

13      doing?

14           MR. ROMANO:  Perhaps this witness and one

15      other witness.

16           THE COURT:  How much?

17           MR. ROMANO:  I'm sorry.  Just one excerpt

18      here.

19           THE COURT:  How long is the excerpt?

20           MR. ROMANO:  I'm showing it right now.  It

21      takes me like 30 seconds, if that.

22           THE COURT:  Then you are going to be off of

23      it?

24           MR. ROMANO:  Yes, sir.

25           THE COURT:  All right.  Finish it up.
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1           (The following proceedings were had before

2      the Court and jury.)

3           MR. ROMANO:  Ruth Rall says that -- I know

4      you all have had a chance to read this while we

5      were up there, but, "I told him that Jason had

6      just headbutted I believed it to be a customer.

7      I didn't think anybody in the lot was a customer

8      or is a potential customer.  So, I said, 'Jason

9      just headbutted a customer in the head and

10      knocked him unconscious and he is on the ground.'

11      I said, 'I witnessed that.  I saw everything.'  I

12      said, 'I need to tell you.'  He said, 'Well

13      that's a pretty strong allegation.  He goes on,

14      I'm going to have to talk to Jason and get his

15      side of the story."  That's after he's just been

16      told by one of his employees that the general

17      sales manager has gone off and attacked, at least

18      what she thought at the time, was a customer.

19           "He rolled his desk -- his chair over to the

20      window.  He flipped up the blind, looked out.

21           "Did he say anything to you?

22           "No.  I think that's at the point where he

23      said, 'That's a pretty strong allegation.  I have

24      to get both sides of the story.'"

25           That's part of that culture of arrogance.
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1      When an employee comes up and says the boss has

2      just attacked somebody, she says to the boss

3      another -- the general sales manager's attacked

4      somebody.  He should be flying out of that chair

5      concerned to see what happened.  That's her

6      testimony.

7           The owner, The Dingman Group, Mr. Dingman,

8      and you remember that in Mr. Dingman's deposition

9      when I asked about chain of command I said,

10      "Jason Neal reports to which person?"  He said,

11      "Mr. Mistretta."

12           "Mr. Mistretta, who does he report to?"  And

13      he went, "Me."  That's the chain of command.

14           (The following video testimony was played at

15      this time.)

16           "QUESTION:  Have you personally ever to

17      concluded that Shawn Adams was a trespasser on

18      The Imported Car Store property at the time this

19      incident occurred?

20           "ANSWER:  In my opinion, yes.

21           "QUESTION:  And tell me the basis of your

22      opinion as to why Shawn Adams was a trespasser on

23      your property, on the property of The Imported

24      Car Store at the time the incident occurs.

25           "ANSWER:  Well, obviously he wasn't there to
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1      buy anything, and we're in the business to sell

2      things, whether it be service parts or sales.

3      And I have no idea what he was doing there.  And

4      from the reports that I've gotten, you know, the

5      police had been called.  He had no business being

6      there period."

7           (The video testimony concluded.)

8           He knows better than that.  At the time he's

9      testifying.  He knows better than that.  He knows

10      exactly what Shawn was doing out there.  And yet

11      at the time of these depositions, which are more

12      recently, they're going on and on saying he had

13      no business being there.  They don't care.  They

14      just figure we'll say it and maybe somebody,

15      maybe somebody is going to buy it.

16           (The following video testimony was played at

17      this time.)

18           "ANSWER:  He had passed the accident and

19      turned around and came back, and all this started

20      after the fact and the police had already been

21      called.  So, I just, you know, that whole thing

22      doesn't make any sense to me.  So, he was looking

23      for trouble, in my opinion.

24           (The video testimony concluded.)

25           MR. ROMANO:  Looking for trouble?  The 911
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1      tape is available to everybody in this case.  And

2      on that 911 tape -- we played it twice for you --

3      you can hear a very calm Shawn Adams explaining

4      the location to the 911 dispatcher, and you hear

5      the screaming and cursing going on in the

6      background.  They know this and still, still say.

7           The Dingman dealership, The Imported Car

8      Store, The Dingman Group are accountable for the

9      attacks by its general sales manager.  Here are

10      the reasons.  These are facts we have presented

11      to you in the case either from documents or from

12      witnesses.

13           Neal was driving a company car.

14           Neal got in a wreck in the company car.

15           Dingman was responsible for the damage

16      caused by the wreck.

17           $4,500 paid to Betty Hawes for the wreck.

18           Neal knew the wreck would cost Dingman

19      money.

20           Neal knew if he got Betty Hawes to go away

21      he would save Dingman money.

22           Mistretta knew the wreck could cost Dingman

23      money.

24           Mistretta invited the cars onto the

25      dealership parking lot.
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1           Mistretta says initially he took control of

2      the scene.

3           And you hear divergent testimony between

4      Neal and Mistretta and Ruth Rall.

5           He checked for injuries and made sure the

6      police were on the way.

7           Betty's car was blocking the service

8      entrance.

9           You have to ask yourself in terms of common

10      sense, if it is true that Mistretta says, come

11      onto the property, and she comes onto the

12      property, and if it is so that she then parks the

13      car there, whatever in the world is going on

14      when.

15           Neal says, wait a minute, when I got there I

16      pulled in and I ran in.  He says he went in to

17      call the police.

18           You are not going to hear that there is any

19      evidence that there was ever a call made to the

20      police station, not 911, but to the police

21      station by Neal.

22           He was heated and shouting profanities at

23      Betty.  He screamed to move her car.  According

24      to Neal this is after he had gone into his

25      office.  He says he made a call and then he came
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1      out.

2           He threatened to have her car towed.

3           Mistretta also asked Betty Hawes to move her

4      car.

5           When Mistretta realized no major injuries,

6      he says that he delegated control -- now we're

7      talking control of that area -- over to Neal.

8           Mistretta did not wait until the police got

9      there to leave the scene.

10           Neal continues to shout out profanities.

11           Shawn then arrives and follows the other

12      cars onto the dealership parking lot.

13           When Shawn got onto the property the

14      evidence is that he identified himself as someone

15      who had been an eyewitness to the incident out

16      there in the street.

17           Now Neal has to deal with an eyewitness.

18      One part of the analysis is that when he turned

19      to come on the lot, and he went, as he said,

20      briskly into his office, and because there is no

21      evidence of him ever having made a call other

22      than what he said, is that he went in there in

23      the hopes that there may be no witnesses to what

24      had happened.

25           He said, "Get your car off my lot," an
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1      expression that he is in control because he is

2      the boss of that lot at that time whose been left

3      in control by Mistretta.  Other employees

4      watching, but no one steps out because Neal was

5      in charge.

6           Again, common sense.  Ask yourselves this:

7      Remember when the police officer, Officer Gould,

8      testified, and he said there were a number of

9      people standing around that looked to be

10      employees or salespeople?  He was trying to find

11      somebody who witnessed it.  This happened right

12      out there in front of where all these people

13      were.  It defies common sense that nobody else

14      from The Imported Car Store would step forward

15      and explain what happened.  And then Neal attacks

16      Shawn.  And it's on the dealership property.

17      It's during these hours.

18           What do they do?  No investigation.  No

19      reprimand.  No warning.  No care.  Just nothing.

20      They don't fire him.  They accept what has

21      happened.  Keep this employee on.  And then when

22      Liz asked him yesterday, by the way, after all of

23      this happened did you allow him to continue to

24      not only stay at work there but continue to

25      supply him with a company car.  We did.
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1      Condoning.  That's what happened.  They turned a

2      blind eye to this wrongdoing.

3           Folks, that was a horrible act.  Common

4      sense tells us that everything that we know about

5      the way people behave says that is intolerable

6      and unacceptable in our society.

7           What it then did was it set off or triggers

8      a series of things that happened to someone who

9      was injured.  And although Dr. Zeide didn't know

10      about the second impact, you all know that there

11      was at least a second impact and maybe more.

12           Here's what I mean.  We know that there was

13      a headbutt, and according to Ruth Rall it was a

14      violent headbutt where Neal came down and

15      actually grabbed Shawn and headbutted him.

16      According to her, he then collapsed, indicating

17      unconsciousness, hits the ground.  Betty Hawes,

18      who is standing right nearby, says when his head

19      hit the ground it sounded like a hollow coconut

20      hitting concrete or hardtop.

21           Betty Hawes also said that when Shawn went

22      down and was on the ground he curled up like in a

23      fetal position as he hit the ground.  And then

24      she says in some way Neal was striking him with

25      an open hand.  She did not know exactly where
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1      Shawn was being struck, but the evidence would

2      indicate that he was unconscious when he was down

3      on the ground.

4           So, what happens is we move to the next

5      issue which is causation.  And here's what

6      causation is all about.

7           Causation deals with this incident, being

8      responsible for being a cause of his closed head

9      injury and brain injury and everything that

10      followed which is connected from that.  You will

11      be receiving another instruction.  This is the

12      instruction on causation, and I will go through

13      part of this.  I won't go through all of it with

14      you, but this is very important in the case.

15           "Negligence, battery, assault, extreme, and

16      outrageous conduct is a legal cause of loss,

17      injury, or damage if it directly and in natural

18      and continuance sequence produces or contributes

19      substantially to producing such loss, injury, or

20      damage so that it can reasonably be said that but

21      for the negligence or the battery, assault, or

22      extreme and outrageous conduct the loss, injury,

23      or damage would not have occurred."

24           There's more to this, but a very important

25      part is this terminology.  The conduct needs to
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1      be a legal cause.  It does not have to be the

2      legal cause.  It has to be a legal cause.

3           So, as we look at the evidence on causation,

4      another instruction you will get from his Honor

5      Judge Maxwell, is greater weight of the evidence;

6      greater weight of the evidence meaning the more

7      persuasive and convincing force and effect of the

8      entire evidence in the case.  Did the headbutting

9      incident cause a brain injury which lead to

10      dystonia?

11           They have two defense experts; I'll go right

12      to them, Barbano and Zeide.  What did these

13      doctors say?  No neck pain early on.  Abilify

14      must have been a cause.  Other doctors didn't

15      relate it to the headbutt.  Pre-existing

16      conditions, and alcohol.

17           So, in his deposition -- and God only knows

18      I know that was just awfully difficult for you

19      all to sit through as both of us were asking

20      questions, but you made it through --

21      Dr. Barbano, he concedes that Shawn sustained a

22      closed head injury from this incident.  His

23      opinion is that there came a time roughly six or

24      so months later when it resolved.  He also

25      concedes that Shawn has dystonia now, has had it
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1      for several years, and Shawn did not have any

2      evidence of dystonia before the headbutt, and

3      falling to the ground and hitting his head.

4           Dr. Hynes, what did he say?

5           (The following video testimony was played at

6      this time.)

7           "QUESTION:  Do you have any medical records

8      in your possession that document that Shawn Adams

9      had complaints of neck pain in the year 2006?

10           "ANSWER:  I think I've -- I've think I

11      answered that question about when and dates and

12      times.

13           "QUESTION:  If you can just say yes and no.

14           "ANSWER:  It's not yes or no.  I gave you a

15      very clear answer about that and I don't have any

16      different answer now.  Every date you give me my

17      answer will be the same.  Whatever year you ask

18      me the answer will be the same.

19           "QUESTION:  Before May 13, 2007, do you have

20      any medical records in your possession that

21      document that Shawn Adams had complaints of neck

22      pain?

23           "ANSWER:  I -- I -- I think I've answered

24      this for you by explaining that I haven't

25      reviewed the records in detail.  I don't have off
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1      of top of my head dates and times.  There is not

2      enough time right now to -- to peel through the

3      record to do that.

4           "MS. ZWIBEL:  If you want to show any

5      records to the doctor I'm sure he will be happy

6      to look at it.

7           "MR. TARLOW:  If there were any medical

8      records that existed that documented it I would

9      be happy to show it to him.

10           "MS. ZWIBEL:  Move to strike.

11           "Do you see there in July of 2006" --

12           (The video testimony concluded.)

13           Let me back this up just one second.

14           (The following video testimony was played at

15      this time.)

16           "MR. TARLOW:  Do you have any medical

17      records in your possession that show that Shawn

18      Adams had complaints of neck pain in the year

19      2000 --

20           (The video testimony concluded.)

21           MR. ROMANO:  All right.  The question is do

22      you have medical records showing that he had neck

23      pain before the time that he is asking, May of

24      2007.  Then there is --

25           (The following video testimony was played at
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1      this time.)

2           "ANSWER:  I think I've -- I think I've

3      answered that question about when and dates and

4      times.

5           "QUESTION:  If you can just say yes or no.

6           "ANSWER:  It's not yes or no.  I gave you a

7      very clear answer about that, and I don't have

8      any different answer now.  Every date you give

9      me, my answer will be the same.  Whatever year

10      you ask me, my answer will be the same.

11           "MR. TARLOW:  Before May 13, 2007, do you

12      have any medical records in your possession that

13      document that Shawn Adams had complaints of neck

14      pain?

15           "ANSWER:  I -- I -- I think I've answered

16      that for you by explaining that I haven't

17      reviewed the records in that detail.  I don't

18      have off the top of my head dates and times.

19      There's not enough time right now to peel through

20      the records to do that.

21           "MS. ZWIBEL:  If you want to show any

22      records to the doctor I'm sure he will be happy

23      to look at it.

24           "MR. TARLOW:  Well, if there were any

25      medical records that existed that documented, I
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1      would be happy to show it to him.

2           "MS. ZWIBEL:  Move to strike."

3           (The video testimony concluded.)

4           MR. ROMANO:  So, the comment from the

5      defense is if there were any such records I would

6      show, him insinuating or implying to the doctor

7      there are no such records.  So, what Liz then

8      does on redirect examination is begins to walk

9      the doctor through several of those records

10      showing that there was that evidence.

11           (The following video testimony was played at

12      this time.)

13           "QUESTION:  Do you see there in January of

14      2006 that Mr. Adams was complaining of neck pain?

15           "ANSWER:  Yes.

16           "QUESTION:  And do you also --

17           (The video testimony concluded.)

18           MR. ROMANO:  Records following the traumatic

19      brain injury.  Here we see 10/17/2005.  Same day.

20      Remember he is over in Holmes Regional.  He went

21      over there himself.

22           "Chief complaint, head pain.  Notes.  Head,

23      jaw, and shoulder.  Chief complaint.  Head pain.

24      Patient states he witnessed car accident this

25      a.m.  When pulled over to help one of the persons
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1      in the accident reportedly struck patient in head

2      with his head."

3           10/18, the next day.  "Complaining of

4      feeling brain bouncing in his head especially on

5      the right side."

6           10/28, "Since that time he has had

7      difficulty with concentration, getting his words

8      out right, and with his recent memory.  Clearly

9      there has been a change in him during the course

10      of the session."  This is Dr. Hunt, the

11      psychiatrist.  "Clearly there has been a change

12      in him during the course of the session and he

13      did lose his train of thought on two or three

14      occasions and was unable to regain it."

15           Remember that the day after was when he went

16      into work and suddenly realized he could not

17      clearly understand, see what was on the screen,

18      was having troubles.  That's when they said we

19      want you to go over to the Harris Family Medical

20      Center.

21           December 6 of 2005, "Especially bad

22      headaches.  Continues to have a lot of problems

23      with attention and concentration."

24           November 1, 2005, "Frequent episodes of a

25      crampy pain in which it feels like right side of
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1      his head is going to cramp.  He also gets sharp

2      jabbing pains.  CAT scan raise some questions of

3      hemorrhage.  There was not evidence on MRI of any

4      bleeding.  I would, however, presume microscopic

5      damage not visible on the imaging."

6           Neck and back pain in 2006 when we get to

7      January 17 of 2006.  Remember now, they're just

8      questioning Dr. Hynes and trying to say that

9      before this period in May of 2007 no evidence of

10      neck pain.

11           "He continues to have headaches and neck

12      pain.  Working also activates neck and back pain.

13      He's having cognitive difficulties."  Headaches,

14      neck pain, but is still having significant

15      cognitive difficulties.

16           And, folks, you have all the records.  I'm

17      going to move a little more quickly through this

18      because I don't want to take your time to go

19      through all of this.  We want to get you back to

20      deliberate.

21           Then we move to later.  Now we're in

22      September 18 of 2007.  "Complaints including

23      chronic neck pain and lower back pain with

24      intermittent movements.  Mostly of the upper

25      extremities.  Continues to have chronic neck
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1      pain.  It started then and it continues.

2      Intractable neck pain."

3           Abilify.  Defense says others doctors don't

4      relate the headbutt to dystonia.  This is

5      testimony from -- you heard Dr. Barbano who is a

6      paid expert from the defense where he has

7      testified to that effect.

8           We brought in here five different treating

9      physicians.  For each one of these medical

10      doctors here in Brevard County and one who is

11      Dr. Dymntrenko who came down from Pensacola, to

12      provide their view as treating physicians.

13           Dr. Weiss, his treating neurologist,

14      testified that the headbutt caused a closed head

15      injury, a brain injury, these cognitive losses,

16      and the dystonia.  Dr. Dymntrenko, the same.

17      Dr. Hynes testified that Shawn's neck injuries

18      are caused by the dystonia and trauma, and that

19      the dystonia was caused by the headbutt.

20           If you remember, Dr. Rainwater, the

21      neuropsychologist, giving the same opinion.  And

22      then Dr. Hunt, Shawn suffered from cognitive

23      impairment from the headbutt up until the last

24      time he saw Shawn in 2009.  Same from Dr. Herbst

25      and you heard him.
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1           The defense blames dystonia on psychological

2      issues like bipolar disorder and mania.  Hunt

3      says not so.

4           "Do you agree, did you ever diagnosis Mr.

5      Adams as being bipolar?

6           "ANSWER:  Throughout my treatment of him I

7      never saw any symptoms that were consistent with

8      mania or bipolar disorder."  Distracter.

9      Alcohol?

10           I asked Dr. Barbano the question in his

11      deposition which you heard last night because the

12      defense has had this implication that if you are

13      drinking too much that causes dystonia.  Their

14      expert, Dr. Barbano, says alcohol does not cause

15      dystonia.

16           In this case Jason Neal, the questions that

17      you will have as against Jason Neal are that he

18      committed a battery, which is an unlawful,

19      unconsented to touching or hitting, assault.

20      You'll get a jury instruction on that which is

21      whereby your actions you place someone in fear

22      that they are about to be harmed.

23           Negligence, unreasonable conduct by these

24      defendants, and something called intentional

25      infliction of emotional suffering.  Outrageous,
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1      atrocious conduct.

2           These questions you'll be asked to answer

3      yes or no.  "Did defendant Jason Neal commit a

4      battery on plaintiff Shawn Adams which was a

5      legal cause of loss, injury, or damage to Shawn?"

6      And the evidence clearly there should be yes.

7           Folks, wrongdoing caused a or resulted in a

8      brain injury.  It was a brain injury that took on

9      many, many problems that lead to a totally

10      different human being.  These corporations,

11      they're in here seeking corporate amnesty.  Don't

12      give them corporate amnesty.  They are

13      responsible for their employee under these

14      particular circumstances.

15           When it comes to a brain injury, that brain

16      injury is like the amputation of the soul.

17      That's what it is.  When that brain injury took

18      off it started triggering other things that have

19      so affected this family.  We told you in opening

20      statement that it was not a storybook

21      relationship, that they had a good situation with

22      their kids, that they had marital problems.

23           You heard from Sara Howze, the psychologist

24      who counseled them, that they were making a

25      pretty good effort.  They made the effort to go
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1      to counseling.  They did.  And things were

2      improving.  Things were getting better.  Things

3      never got perfect.  We've never said things were

4      perfect.  They did all sorts of activities with

5      their kids.

6           And you heard about one of the more just

7      enlightening stories about the kind of person

8      that Shawn is when little Scott asked him at one

9      point, "Daddy, can you coach me in basketball?

10      We don't have anybody to coach."  Shawn gets on

11      the Internet and starts reading and reading and

12      reading.  And having not been a basketball player

13      and not coached basketball before, what does he

14      do?  He learns how to coach basketball to the

15      point where they are giving him the award on

16      different occasions for coach of the year.

17           As you go through the verdict form there

18      will be a number of questions dealing with the

19      losses, with the restitution.  When a person or a

20      company does something to harm someone else and

21      take something away from them like the essence of

22      life itself in a brain injury case there is a

23      debt owed and that debt is something that they

24      need to cover, and to be accountable for, and to

25      be responsible for, and to never be allowed to
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1      run away from that merely by taking legal

2      positions and saying don't blame us.  He's a

3      trespasser.

4           In this instance, you heard from Ellen

5      Fernandez who was the vocational rehabilitation

6      counselor who evaluated and assessed the issues

7      in this case, who communicated with the doctors,

8      who reviewed the medical records in order to find

9      out from the different doctors what was necessary

10      in the way of -- one aspect of it was future

11      care, future treatment.

12           Funding in this case pays for future

13      surgery.  It pays for future therapy.  It pays

14      for psychiatric and psychological counseling

15      necessary.  It pays for those things that are

16      necessary for Shawn's future treatment because of

17      the brain injury.  And you remember that when

18      Ellen Fernandez testified, she went through her

19      report, which is in evidence and you will be able

20      to review that when you get back into the

21      deliberation room, as to the amounts that she

22      walked through with you.

23           You also heard follow-up testimony from

24      Dr. Pettingill.  You might remember he was the

25      Ph.D. economist who not only talked about what
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1      things will cost in the future, but he talked

2      about backing things up 29 years ago when he was

3      telling us things like what a car cost and what

4      certain things cost.  And it's an amazing thing

5      to think about it, where we've come in 29 years

6      and the difference in cost, but also to think of

7      what they are going to be in the future.

8           The past medicals in this case are $225,000.

9      Those are in evidence.  You will be able to

10      review that, and Dr. Pettingill's charts are in

11      evidence.  The future medicals, which are a part

12      of this life care plan that has been developed by

13      Ellen Fernandez and which Dr. Pettingill

14      testified to come to $1,559,000.

15           You also heard evidence about the wages,

16      past wages that have been lost, future wage

17      losses that Shawn and his family will not see

18      because of what has happened to him, and the

19      severity of the dystonia.

20           By the way, when Dr. Zeide and Dr. Barbano

21      are handed records and they don't do any hands-on

22      examination of the patient.  What happens is when

23      you are trying to assess what somebody needs in

24      the future, that's why you have treating doctors

25      because they know that.  If I'm trying to assess
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1      athletic ability of a youngster trying to get a

2      scholarship going to college, or if I own a

3      modeling agency and I'm trying to assess the

4      qualities of a young lady who might be a model,

5      well, it might help me initially to look at

6      paperwork on how she is evaluated, but I have to

7      eyeball her and watch her to see what she will be

8      as a model.  I have to eyeball that athlete to

9      see what he or she may be.

10           On the past wages, $716,000, and on the past

11      loss of fringe benefits, $143,000.  Again, the

12      charts will be back there with you.  And then on

13      the future wage loss it is 1,552,000, and on the

14      loss of future fringe benefits, $413,930.

15           Folks, those losses can be calculated.

16      Dr. Pettingill admitted to you that he crunches

17      numbers.  He gets numbers from records, tax

18      returns, from Ellen Fernandez, and comes up with

19      calculations and can do the math and division,

20      subtraction, multiplication, and put the numbers

21      together.  That is one part of the damages in

22      this case.

23           The most important part of the loss is what

24      has happened to the human beings who have been

25      affected by what happened.  This brain injury has
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1      tugged at the very heart and soul of this family.

2      You heard Dr. Linde testify that it's worse when

3      someone is severely injured, when that injury is

4      sudden, unexpected, avoidable, and violent.  It

5      is one thing for a person to walk out the door

6      and somehow be injured by the door and to cope

7      with some type of an injury.  It is another thing

8      to suddenly be attacked and now a part of your

9      life has been taken away from you and your

10      family.

11           These kids have been robbed of daddy.  They

12      have been robbed of daddy.  And remember that

13      before this happened, for the most part daddy was

14      involved with these kids.  Daddy was a coach.

15      Daddy was a father.  Daddy was with them when

16      they were doing their trips.  And all of that

17      changed.  It changed.  They took that away.

18           We spared you from bringing in young Erika.

19      She just is too young for us to bring into the

20      courtroom.  But Scotty was old enough.  He is in

21      high school.  And we brought in Randy.  He is a

22      freshman in college.  And they were able to give

23      you just a hint of what this family has gone

24      through.  And poor Scotty, all I did was ask

25      him -- I just asked the question, "Tell us about
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1      the changes in your dad after he got this brain

2      injury," and he couldn't even talk.  He just

3      broke down.

4           Those are wonderful young kids who have been

5      horribly hurt by this.  And they lost their daddy

6      on October 17 of 2005 in the way he was a daddy

7      to them before, and they lost daddy in 2006, '07,

8      '08, '09, '10, '11, '12 and every year.

9           And you heard mom on the stand struggling to

10      talk about sometimes the horrors of what they go

11      through, and that's because of what happened out

12      there that day.  And it will be that way.  He's

13      got a brain injury which they can't cure.

14           And you heard Barbano who testified about

15      the dystonia aspect of it, saying you can't cure

16      dystonia.  You can do certain things to try to

17      alleviate it.

18           You as jurors had an opportunity to see

19      Shawn.  And you can see that when Shawn -- ten

20      minutes, there's a little, almost a relaxation.

21      And then as the minutes move on there is a

22      complete tightening of his neck and his body.

23      And all day long that's what happens.  It just is

24      constantly happening.  And you see him struggling

25      to talk, and then there is a relaxation period.
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1      That pain never goes away.

2           Pain is the -- it has been said that pain is

3      the window to hell.  You think in all of life

4      what it is that we as human beings do; it's

5      anything we can do to avoid pain.  It is

6      gripping.  And this is a man who is in pain all

7      the time.  It never goes away completely.  Never.

8           I had Dr. Zeide read that definition,

9      because it is so important for us to all

10      understand that pain and suffering are not the

11      same thing.  And you heard the explanation from

12      the witness stand.  For example, if you stick a

13      pin in somebody, that sensation is pain.  But the

14      suffering is what comes from that.

15           If a woman standing over there has been told

16      your child has just been severely injured and is

17      in school and has been taken to a hospital, she

18      begins to vomit, she has diarrhea, she gets sick,

19      she has a headache, she may black out.  You have

20      not inflicted any pain on her, but she's

21      suffering.  But then the suffering may cause

22      pain.  And the problem is that pain and

23      suffering, they beget one another.  And they're

24      different from mental pain anguish.

25           As you decide this case, and you decide upon
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1      the losses there is in Shawn's case, the elements

2      of physical pain and suffering in the past and

3      future, and mental pain and anguish in the past

4      and future.  Mental pain being vastly different,

5      separate from physical pain.  Mental pain being

6      the anguish, fear, worry, concern, fright.  And

7      remember when Shawn went just a few days after

8      this happened to see Dr. Hunt, there is actually

9      a notation in Dr. Hunt's records where Shawn is

10      saying to him, I'm frightened.  And he explained

11      Shawn was frightened because of the unknown.

12      Something was happening.  And he did not know

13      what that was.

14           Shawn is disfigured because of this

15      dystonia, not in terms of a scar, but in terms of

16      disfiguring movements that will be with him

17      forever.

18           And the final part as to the injuries, the

19      losses to Shawn, is what is called loss of

20      enjoyment of life which our law in our great

21      state says that when you owe that debt to someone

22      because you have significantly injured them, what

23      you have taken away from them you must pay for.

24      And that life that he had, I won't go through it.

25      You heard witness after witness.  You heard the
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1      testimony.

2           Beth, Randy, Scott, Erika, their claims are

3      what would be called loss of consorium claims.

4      For Beth it is the extent to which the brain

5      damage and dystonia to Shawn has caused her to

6      lose his services to the household and his love,

7      affections, companionship, and society.  You'll

8      see in the records intimacy, at least in one

9      sense, is no longer at all.  What a horrid thing

10      to be taken away from a young lady, from a

11      mother.  A mother who's a hero to these kids

12      because, as Scott said, she has to be both mom

13      and dad now.  And she is doing it.  She is doing

14      it with a great attitude.

15           I talked to you in jury selection and I

16      asked you a question that had to do with money

17      dollars.  I told you that I would be coming to

18      talk to you at the end of the case in summation

19      about the money dollars regarding restitution.

20      It is an extraordinary case with extraordinary

21      losses.

22           For these children, each child we would say

23      a reasonable amount of money would be, for Randy,

24      $3 million; for Scott, $3 million; for Erika, $3

25      million.  You are the sole judge of that when you
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1      deliberate in the case.  That is your decision.

2      You are the ones who place a value on what it

3      means to rip away a father from a family by

4      causing a brain injury.  That is your decision.

5      And his Honor will explain that to you when he

6      goes through the jury instructions.

7           For Beth, it's -- there are no words, and I

8      thought about what I would be saying.  There are

9      no words I could come up with.  There are just no

10      words as to what has happened to her.  You have

11      to decide exactly what is it you do.  What do we

12      do about it as jurors to make this right?  A

13      reasonable amount for Beth is a minimum of $10

14      million.

15           Shawn's claims, I went through the elements

16      of damages with you.  You have taken away his

17      ability to work when you brain injure him in this

18      incident, and when you as a boss say trespasser,

19      and then the boss's boss just a, dismiss him.

20      They call him a trespasser.  What is wrong with

21      these people when they behave like that?

22      Remember the saying; there's never a wrong time

23      to do the right thing.  A reasonable sum for

24      Shawn is $25 million.  That is a lot of money but

25      what they took away from him, from Beth, and
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1      Randy and Scott and young Erika was so much of

2      their life.

3           We ask that you do the right thing and that

4      you ask yourselves as jurors when you go back to

5      deliberate what are we going to do about it?

6      What am I going to do?

7           THE COURT:  A couple minutes?  We'll take a

8      very short break and be back and continue.

9           (The jury was excused for a short recess.)

10           (A short recess.)

11           THE COURT:  Bring them in please.

12           (The following proceedings were had before

13      the Court and jury.)

14           THE COURT:  You all come in and we will

15      continue.  Mr. Tarlow.

16           MR. TARLOW:  Thank you.

17           When Mr. Romano stood up here, said in the

18      beginning and at the end of his closing argument,

19      that there was never a wrong time to do the right

20      thing.  And on October 17, 2005 Mike Mistretta

21      could have just said, stay off the lot.  It's a

22      traffic accident.  Happened off of our lot.  Just

23      stay there.  Let the police deal with it.  We

24      don't want it on the lot.  We don't need it on

25      the lot.
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1           But he tried do the right thing by taking

2      them out of traffic.  That was everybody's

3      concern.  Too much traffic on US1.  Let's get the

4      cars off the road so there wouldn't be any

5      further accidents.

6           So, now they are on the property of The

7      Imported Car Store.  What does it take legally to

8      place the responsibility now on The Imported Car

9      Store for what took place between Jason Neal and

10      Shawn Adams?  What does the plaintiff have to

11      prove by the greater weight of the evidence?

12           And the Judge is going to instruct you, and

13      I hate reading but this is the law.  "On the

14      plaintiff's claim against The Imported Car Store

15      and The Dingman Group, there is a preliminary

16      issue for you to decide.  That issue is whether

17      Jason Neal was an agent of The Imported Car Store

18      and/or The Dingman Group and was acting within

19      the course" -- excuse me -- "and was acting

20      within the scope of his employment at the time

21      and place of the incident in this case.  An

22      employer," in this case it would be The Dingman

23      Group and/or The Imported Car lot, "an employer

24      is responsible for the acts of its agent if such

25      act occurs while the agent is performing services
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1      which he was employed to perform or while the

2      agent is acting at least in part because of a

3      desire to serve his employer and is doing

4      something that is reasonably incidental to his

5      employment or doing something the doing of which

6      was reasonably foreseeable and reasonably to be

7      expected of persons similarly employed."

8           That's what they need to prove, that what

9      Jason Neal was doing was he was acting within his

10      job; that he was there and had this encounter

11      with Betty Hawes and Jason Neal and was acting in

12      furtherance of his employment.  And that's not

13      the case here.  It's not the case.

14           What happened was Shawn Adams came to the

15      lot.  He misunderstood what the 911 operator was

16      saying.  He said something to Jason Neal, and it

17      upset Jason Neal because Jason thought he was

18      being accused of a crime.  You're fleeing the

19      scene.  And that upset him.  And there was a

20      confrontation.

21           I'm not defending Jason Neal, but their

22      confrontation, the headbutt, did not occur as

23      part of Jason Neal's employment with The Imported

24      Car Store.  It didn't occur while he was

25      performing services in order to serve his
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1      employer.

2           Now, there were things said about a

3      trespasser.  You're not going to get an

4      instruction from the Judge that Shawn Adams was a

5      trespasser.  You haven't heard me argue that he

6      was a trespasser because that's just a silly

7      thing.  It is.  Okay?  There is just no doubt

8      about it.  And, unfortunately, that statement

9      after the fact is being used in attempt to punish

10      The Dingman Group or The Imported Car Store.  But

11      let's look at the conduct that gave rise to the

12      incident.

13           What was it that The Imported Car Store or

14      The Dingman Group, what did they do?  Everything

15      that Jason Neal did was on his own.  It wasn't in

16      furtherance of his responsibilities.

17           Now, what is also in evidence is Jason

18      Neal's employment file.  It's Exhibit Number 94.

19      There is nothing in his employment file that

20      indicates that we shouldn't have hired this guy

21      in the first place.  Because when this case first

22      started I told you there was an allegation that

23      we negligently hired him.  A reasonable person

24      would not have hired him.  That's no longer

25      before you.
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1           Then there was an allegation that we

2      negligently retained him.  We kept him in our

3      employment when we shouldn't have.  That's no

4      longer before you.

5           So, what is before you is we failed to

6      supervise him properly on the date of incident.

7           Let's take look at what Betty Hawes said.

8      We know that Mike Mistretta told these folks that

9      it was okay to come onto the property.  Betty

10      Hawes testified this, "gentleman that you said

11      was dressed nicely," and she's referring to Mike

12      Mistretta.

13           "QUESTION:  And this is the gentleman that

14      you said was dressed nicely?

15           "ANSWER:  Are you talking about the

16      gentleman that came to me to ask me to move my

17      car?

18           "QUESTION:  Yes, ma'am.

19           "ANSWER:  Oh, yes, very, very nicely.  And

20      he asked me would I move my car.

21           "QUESTION:  Did he say anything else to you?

22      Did he ask you if you were all right?

23           "ANSWER:  No.

24           "QUESTION:  Okay.  Did he speak to Mr. Neal

25      before he spoke to you?
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1           "ANSWER:  They were standing there talking.

2      The gentleman that came out of The Imported Car

3      Store, they were standing there talking and then

4      we walked over -- then he walked over to me and

5      said, 'Ma'am, would you please move your car,'

6      and he told me where to put it.

7           "QUESTION:  Did he speak to you in a

8      waywardly or was he kind to you?

9           "ANSWER:  Very kind."

10           Then there is some conversation about, "Did

11      you know what his affiliation, if any, was with

12      The Imported Car Store," and she said, "No."

13           "Did he ask you or did he speak to you at

14      all about whether the police were called?

15           "ANSWER:  No.

16           "QUESTION:  But you were in the process of

17      doing so, correct?

18           "ANSWER:  Yes.

19           "QUESTION:  And did that gentleman do

20      anything before he went back into the building?

21           "ANSWER:  No."

22           And then finally, "When you moved your car

23      had Mr. Adams -- "When you moved your car had

24      Mr. Adams already -- was he already there?

25           "ANSWER:  No."
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1           Why did I read that?  The accident happens.

2      Mike Mistretta is there.  He speaks with Jason

3      Neal.  He then speaks with Betty Hawes. asks her

4      to move the car.  Shawn Adams is not on the car

5      lot.  Mike Mistretta goes inside.  Shawn Adams

6      gets to The Imported Car Store after Mike

7      Mistretta leaves.  There is no reason for anybody

8      at The Imported Car Store -- that being Mike --

9      to think that Shawn Adams would show up, that

10      there would be an exchange of words about whether

11      Jason was attempting to flee, and that a physical

12      incident were to occur.

13           But that's what you would have to believe in

14      this case was proven by the greater weight of the

15      evidence to hold The Imported Car Store or The

16      Dingman Group responsible.  That's what you would

17      have to believe, that we knew about his violent

18      propensity, that there were other incidences, and

19      we just knew because there was a traffic accident

20      that he couldn't be left alone because a witness

21      might come forward, that words might be

22      exchanged, and that this would happen.  And

23      that's just not the case.

24           Before I move on from the liability aspect

25      of it, I want to talk about some of the witnesses
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1      including the officer that responded.  Now,

2      whether, you know, if you watch Cops on TV or

3      just common sense, if there's a minor traffic

4      accident -- and this was a minor traffic

5      accident -- and then there is an allegation that

6      somebody was headbutted, this person collapsed to

7      the floor and was unconscious for a period of

8      six-and-a-half minutes, and the responding

9      officer gets on the scene.  The officer testified

10      that he did his traffic investigation first

11      because everything seemed to be just fine.

12           He actually said I have a choice.  I can do

13      a criminal investigation on a battery or I can

14      investigate the traffic accident.  He chose to

15      investigate the traffic accident first.  Then he

16      decided to conduct his investigation.

17           The police officer told you folks that he

18      had no recollection of Ruth Rall or any person

19      coming over to him saying I was a witness to

20      this.  I'm here.  I want to tell you what I saw.

21           Mike Mistretta said he was also out there

22      and was willing to talk to the officer about the

23      accident or anything else that the officer

24      needed.  The officer said he didn't need to speak

25      to him.  But yet there seems to be this argument
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1      that there were all of these employees there that

2      didn't want to cooperate with the police and were

3      somehow obstructing an investigation from

4      occurring.  And that's just not accurate.  Not

5      accurate at all.

6           The police took and spoke to Jason Neal, got

7      his version of it.  That was the end of it.  But

8      yet because we didn't fire him on that day, that

9      makes us liable for a headbutt that has to be

10      performed or it had to occur during the course

11      and scope of his employment as part of his

12      duties?  Those facts just don't make sense.  Most

13      respectfully, they don't.  You have to look at

14      what occurred up and until the time that the

15      headbutt occurred, and whether or not he was

16      acting within his terms of employment.

17           Now, in the beginning of this case, after

18      opening statements, and I had an opportunity to

19      stand up here, there was the inference about the

20      type of relationship that Beth and Shawn Adams

21      had, that it was good, she lost a lover, best

22      friend, person she would snuggle with.  And I

23      thought it was important that all of the facts

24      come out, that you could hear everything that

25      occurred.
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1           And maybe it was harsh, and maybe it was

2      something that, you know, we could just read it

3      from the records.  Was it really important for

4      you to do it?  And the answer is this is court.

5      And if you are going to make an allegation that a

6      marriage was fine and that they had gotten over

7      that hurdle and they were working together to

8      make it work, if the records say something

9      different, and if the witnesses say something

10      different, then we have that responsibility.  And

11      by that I mean Dr. Hunt.  Dr. Hunt testified that

12      this wasn't a marriage that was good except for

13      the holiday time.

14           Now, in going through the medical records in

15      this case, when it came to March 20, 2006,

16      Dr. Packey said that Shawn had, "significant

17      improvements in his post-concussive syndrome.

18      During the course of his problems I had been

19      optimistic that we would eventually get to this

20      point and it has taken some time but he has had

21      significant improvement.  There are still some

22      mild problems.  Hopefully those will continue to

23      improve as well.  For right now I do not see a

24      need for further neurological follow-up.  He is

25      free to call here if he has new or recurrent
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1      problems."  March 20, 2006.

2           Now, I don't want to take up too much time

3      reading through Dr. Hunt's records, but there was

4      something that happened the other day with Beth

5      Adams because for the very first time you folks

6      were told of an incident that occurred on

7      March 21, 2006, two months after Dr. Packey said

8      all is well.  There was an incident where Beth

9      and Shawn were wrestling and their heads

10      collided.

11           Going back now to Dr. Hunt's records, okay,

12      and this incident was on May 21, 2006.  "Shawn is

13      living in a studio apartment and I'm not sure he

14      and his wife will be able to work through this,

15      nor do I think they should as there have been

16      multiple episodes of similar things."  This isn't

17      an issue about dystonia or anything else.  This

18      is marital problems, specific instances.

19           Further on in June, "He's living in an

20      apartment.  He sees his children every weekend.

21      She wants a reconciliation although I don't think

22      that this is wise.  He's considering moving to

23      Washington, DC."

24           Back in July, "Shawn continues to have

25      contact with his wife as she does come over there
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1      on occasions.  He is still drinking."  This is in

2      July.

3           Now, at this point in time there were

4      several witnesses, a pastor, Mr. Panouses that

5      says come June, July, August, of 2007 they

6      started to see a change in Shawn.  Okay?  Because

7      now he is drinking heavily, we know that he is at

8      some point abusing prescription drugs, and he is

9      having his marital difficulties.  And this

10      continues to go on into the year 2007.

11           Now, what occurs in 2007, still as a result

12      of the domestic problems that he and Beth are

13      having, is it's now affecting his work.  "He is

14      undergoing review of his classified status as he

15      expected to lose this in that there had been

16      multiple events in the past years.  This probably

17      will mean that he will lose his job at Harris

18      although he is not particularly concerned about

19      this."  This isn't a situation where he is losing

20      his classified status or losing his job because

21      of a physical, neurological condition, or neck

22      pain.  This is a result of domestic issues.

23      That's in March of '07.

24           Same thing in April 21 -- excuse me.  That

25      was in March.  April of '07.  "He is undergoing a
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1      very tight review on his classified status and is

2      becoming quite frustrated with the intensity of

3      this interrogation."  Now, mind you, he is still

4      working full-time.  "And he and his wife continue

5      with marital therapy although he doesn't think it

6      is helping much."

7           May 17, 2007.  "Shawn is apparently doing

8      fairly well with his wife.  The biggest issue is

9      their nine-year-old daughter who is quite

10      rebellious and aggressive.  Actually I think she

11      is much like Shawn and it seemed to take him by

12      surprise when I suggested this.  His boys appear

13      to be doing fairly well.  He is yet to find out

14      about his classified status but is expecting to

15      lose this."

16           Now, he ends up going to rehab.  When he

17      gets out of rehab he requests an extension.  He

18      is cleared to go back to work, but he goes to his

19      doctor and now he wants an excuse to get out of

20      work for another week.  And that's where he

21      starts to see a bunch of different doctors, some

22      on several days.

23           And the complaint is neck pain.  And it's

24      not until '07 that they start to do diagnostic

25      testing on his neck.  He is complaining of severe
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1      pain.  But all of the doctors, including

2      Dr. Supler, Dr. Hynes' partner, and other doctors

3      are all examining Shawn and they all say the same

4      thing:  The symptoms, the subject of complaints

5      of pain are not matching up to what we're seeing

6      on the MRIs or on a physical exam.  He is acting

7      bizarre.  They think it's a mental issue.  So,

8      eventually he gets his way to Dr. Hunt.  Dr. Hunt

9      is the one who puts him on Abilify.

10           Now, based upon the records in this case,

11      and the history of alcohol or drug abuse, is it

12      reasonable to believe that Shawn just lost his

13      bottle of pills for Abilify and never took it?

14      And even though Dr. Hunt increased his level of

15      Abilify he never took it.

16           I took you through that because the doctors

17      in this case -- I'm going to start with

18      Dr. Barbano.  When you look at Dr. Barbano, who

19      he is, Ph.D. in neuroscience from Northwestern

20      University, his MD from Albert Einstein College

21      of Medicine.  He has his residency training at

22      Columbia Hospital.  Right now he is the director

23      of the Dystonia Bochulinum Toxic Clinic at the

24      University of Rochester and he's been doing that

25      since 1996.  He is also a professor of neurology
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1      at the University of Rochester.  He is the chief

2      of neurology at Rochester General Hospital.  He

3      is the chief of the Movement Disorders division

4      and the head of the Bochulinum Toxin Clinic and

5      Dystonia Clinic.

6           We've never hired him before.  We've never

7      worked with him before.  And when I say "we" I'm

8      talking about my entire firm.  But go out and

9      find the guy who specializes in this and give him

10      the records and then ask him to give us his

11      opinion as to what occurred.  And that's what he

12      did.  And he told you based upon his education,

13      his training, his expert opinion that cervical

14      dystonia, what Shawn Adams has, could not have

15      been caused by the incident of October, 2005.  It

16      just could not happen that way.

17           And he gave different ways that it could

18      happen.  It could be secondary to medication.  It

19      could be because of hereditary conditions.  It

20      could be because of an underlying psychiatric

21      disorder.

22           Now, the other so-called experts in this

23      case would be the folks in the Mayo Clinic in

24      Jacksonville.  And even Dr. Weiss said, if you

25      are going to go to anybody in the state of
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1      Florida go to the Mayo Clinic and go speak to

2      Dr. Wehle.  Three separate doctors at the Mayo

3      Clinic examined Shawn:  Dr. VanGerpen, Dr. Wehle

4      and Dr. -- it's either Warren or Wharen.  None of

5      those doctors, none of them have ever said that

6      Shawn's condition was brought about as a result

7      of a traumatic incident.  They've never said

8      that.

9           You look at Dr. VanGerpen's last report in

10      May of 2008, you look at Dr. Wehle's report in

11      August of 2011, and there is a concurring opinion

12      by Dr. Wharen.  Those are not experts that we

13      retained.  Those are treating physicians in this

14      case.

15           Now, the only doctors that came to court to

16      say that the dystonia had to have been caused by

17      the incident, number one, was Dr. Weiss, and

18      Dr. Dymntrenko.

19           Now, I'm sure just about everybody here

20      remembers Dr. Dymntrenko, but he's a physician in

21      this case, a neurologist who doesn't do Botox

22      injections.  He never looked at any films, any

23      MRI films, he never read any MRI reports, he

24      never reviewed anybody's records in this case,

25      and he was shown for the very first time records
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1      within the hour or two before he testified.

2           Same thing with Dr. Weiss.  Haven't seen any

3      films.  He was given his records as he was

4      sitting outside, and was even shown some records

5      for the very first time while he was on the

6      stand.

7           So, the question really is what would the

8      reasonable person who is looking for a medical

9      diagnosis do?  Would you want Dr. Barbano who sat

10      and went through all of the records, based upon

11      his training, his experience, his education,

12      coupled with the folks at the Mayo Clinic,

13      Dr. VanGerpen, Dr. Wehle, Dr. Wharn, and rely

14      upon what they're saying, or would you rather

15      rely upon Dymntrenko and Dr. Weiss?  Because

16      that's really what this boils down to.  Which

17      medical physician in this case do you believe is

18      most reliable?

19           During plaintiff's closing argument he told

20      you that Jason Neal was being sued in this case

21      and he is being sued for assault, he is being

22      sued for battery, he is being sued for what they

23      call intentional infliction of emotional

24      distress, and that's when somebody's conduct is

25      outrageous and atrocious, the same language that
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1      he was using about The Dingman Group even though

2      he hadn't been charged or alleged with that

3      particular allegation.  And, again, his reason or

4      rationale as to why The Dingman Group, why you

5      should award nearly $40 million in this case

6      against The Dingman Group and The Imported Car

7      Store, is because at the time Jason Neal got into

8      the car wreck with Betty Hawes he was driving a

9      company car.

10           Now, I've already read the instruction about

11      vicarious liability and what they need to prove.

12      What does the fact about driving a company car

13      and a car accident have to do with whether the

14      headbutt occurred in furtherance of a job duty or

15      job responsibility?  And the answer is it

16      doesn't.

17           Then we get into the issue of who was

18      responsible for the wreck.  Because they showed

19      you a release in which there was never an

20      admission of any guilt, they don't even tell you

21      who paid for the $4,500 in damages, but because

22      there was a release somehow that makes The

23      Dingman Group responsible for what happened

24      between Jason Neal and Shawn Adams, despite the

25      fact of the instruction that both sides have in
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1      this case.

2           That the car wreck between Betty Hawes and

3      Jason Neal would cause the dealership money.

4      Yes.  Absolutely nothing to do with the law that

5      the Judge is going to give you about the course

6      and scope of employment.

7           That Mike Mistretta took control of the

8      scene.  Come onto the property.  You guys okay?

9      Did you call the police?  That's taking control

10      of the scene?  He asked if there were injuries,

11      and made sure police were on the way.  Another

12      reason they say that The Dingman Group is

13      responsible for what occurred or what was to

14      occur after Mike Mistretta walked away.

15           So, what it really comes down to is after

16      Mike Mistretta leaves Shawn Adams comes onto the

17      property.  Here's what they say.  Here's the

18      course and scope of the employment that the

19      plaintiff is alleging.  That they said to move

20      the car; that Jason Neal threatened to have the

21      car towed.  That's what they're saying.  They are

22      asking you in this case because Jason Neal said,

23      "If you don't move your car I will have it

24      towed," that that was a job responsibility in

25      furtherance to serve his master the sum of the
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1      language.

2           Now, this is a sad case.  It is.  It's hard.

3      We talked about it in jury selection, that it

4      would be difficult to look at Shawn, it would be

5      difficult to see his children, and to remove

6      emotion out of this, and make a decision based

7      only on the law and the facts that you heard in

8      court.  And I want to just spend just a little

9      bit of time talking about the children.

10           As far as Randy is concerned -- and I have

11      nothing negative to say.  And, quite frankly, we

12      didn't ask any questions because there was no

13      reason to bring the children into this as far as

14      what did you know about your parents' problems

15      before the incident.  How much time did you

16      really spend with your dad?  Was he really home

17      five nights a week?  Did you ever see him

18      drinking?  Did you ever hear your mom and dad

19      fighting?  There's no reason to ever ask the

20      children that.  We wanted to respect that.

21           Randy is doing great.  Graduated high

22      school.  Apparently the kid's got talent.  He can

23      sing.  He is in college.  And he was off doing

24      things that were important to him.  And he still

25      has a dad.  Okay?  He has a father.  Shawn has an
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1      outstanding memory still.  I have to say I was

2      shocked.  Incredible recall.  And he has the

3      ability to talk.

4           But one of the greatest gifts that Randy and

5      Scott and Erika have is they have the gift to

6      tell their father every single day that they love

7      him.  Not everybody has that.  And maybe dad has

8      a bad day sometimes, but you know what?  Those

9      kids still, when something is bad, they still

10      have a father that they can call.  They still

11      have a father that they can hug.  I said it

12      before, they can say I love you.  They can e-mail

13      him and tell him that.  They can share the

14      important things in their lives.  Dad, I have a

15      concert tonight.  I sang.  Here's a photograph.

16      They still have the greatest gift.

17           Same thing with Scott.  Doing well in

18      school.  The captain of the basketball team.

19      They are doing well.  It's not to say that it's

20      not hard at times, that it's maybe not

21      embarrassing at times, but they are doing well.

22           Erika we haven't heard a whole lot from.  We

23      know that Erika is currently seeing a

24      psychologist.  I have the records.  We don't know

25      what the issues are.  Okay?  And again, sometimes
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1      it's hard.  It's hard to sit here and read from a

2      psychiatrist's notes that says something negative

3      about other people.  Okay?  And I read that part

4      about how Erika is acting out and this is before

5      any of the dystonia and the movement disorders,

6      and the cervical pain.  Before any of that they

7      had problems with her.  Okay?

8           Why do I say that?  Because it's important

9      in a case when somebody's asking that Erika get

10      $3 million.

11           Now, the last point that I want to make as

12      far as the kids, as I just told you, what a great

13      gift it is to be able to tell somebody, I'm proud

14      of you, I love you.

15           What Randy said about how his dad is

16      different is he recalls on Christmas that he

17      called his father and his father didn't get the

18      message.  And his father got upset because he

19      didn't think that his family or at least his

20      children cared enough to call their dad on

21      Christmas.  And it made me just stop and think a

22      little bit and say, you know, why call him?  Why

23      not be with him?  You just left a message for

24      your dad?  How many messages?

25           But that's just that was the major impact
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1      that he remembers.  That's the guilt that he

2      carries about how his relationship is different.

3      And it just made me think that next year he has

4      that opportunity on Christmas to not just call

5      and leave a message, but to be able to be there,

6      to do something special with his father so that

7      bad memory can be replaced with the good memory.

8      Money isn't going to do it.

9           As far as Beth Adams is concerned, again,

10      when you say that she's entitled to an award of

11      $10 million because she lost the care, comfort,

12      society, physicalness with her husband, you have

13      to take a look back at the records and say does

14      that make sense to you.  Is this a marriage

15      where, you know, instead of saying my life is

16      that man over there, I get up every day and I

17      make the kids breakfast, and I make sure that

18      they're at the school bus on time, and I'm doing

19      their homework with them every day because my

20      husband's a work-a-holic, and he's earning a

21      living for us.  But I love this man and that's

22      why I get up every day and do what I do for my

23      kids.  And when my husband comes home I want to

24      make sure that he has a good meal ready.  I want

25      to sit down.  I want to have conversation.  I
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1      want to share with him what happened in my life

2      today.  But more importantly I want to know what

3      happened in my husband's life today, and I want

4      to talk about our dreams together.  And I want to

5      talk about the day that, what are we going to do

6      when our kids move away.  Are we going to get a

7      dog?  Keep this house?  Go someplace exciting?

8           And then you go back and you look at the

9      records in this case from Dr. Howze, and from

10      Dr. Hunt.  And that is not the image.  That is

11      not the -- and I'm using that word

12      intentionally -- the image.

13           When you look at that photograph of the

14      family, that's not reality I'm sorry to say.

15      When you sit and say I've consulted an attorney

16      today, before this incident, when the drinking

17      continues no matter how many times a doctor or a

18      friend sits there and tells you, you are

19      destroying your life, you are ruining your

20      marriage, you are ruining your career, but most

21      importantly you are going to damage your

22      children.  And when you can't stop drinking, and

23      you can't stop arguing, and you can't stop

24      wrestling, that's nothing to do with The Imported

25      Car Store and The Dingman Group.  That's the
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1      facts.  And it sounds terrible but when you look

2      at the records that's reality.  Okay?

3           $19 million for Beth and the children.  For

4      what?  If it's because my husband can't work

5      anymore, well, they're asking you to compensate

6      him for lost wages, future lost wages.  That's

7      where that would come into play.  But

8      $19 million?  Even though there hasn't been other

9      than some sad stories about either Christmas or

10      that sometimes it's just embarrassing, that's not

11      fair and reasonable.

12           $25 million, you know, for Shawn.  And

13      again, when you look at the facts of this case,

14      what they've alleged, how is that broken down?

15      In other words, why is The Imported Car Store and

16      The Dingman Group being treated and lumped

17      together with Jason Neal?  Two separate, distinct

18      entity, person.  There's different allegations.

19      That's what's going on.  It's you should consider

20      them all as one rather than looking at

21      everybody's conduct individually.

22           I'm not here to defend Jason Neal.  I'm not

23      going to sit here and tell you whether he felt

24      threatened or not, whether he acted reasonable or

25      not.  I'm not going to do that.  I am here as the
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1      spokesperson to say please listen to the law.

2      You get a copy of it.  Just read it.  And if you

3      read it, and you look at it, apply it to the

4      facts of this case, and then base the decision

5      not on sympathy, not on emotions, but based upon

6      what you heard and the documents before you.

7           Please take a look at the Mayo Clinic's

8      records, VanGerpen, Wharen, Wehle.  If after

9      looking at those records you are convinced by the

10      greater weight of the evidence that the incident

11      of October 17, 2005 caused all of his movement

12      disorders, all of his neurological problems, then

13      don't even consider any other evidence in this

14      case on the issue of medical causation.

15           Then the only other thing to do is to look

16      at the issue of liability, course and scope of

17      employment.  Was this the act of a man who let

18      his temper get the better of him when he wasn't

19      even working that day?  The lot wasn't open.  He

20      hadn't clocked in.  He hadn't helped any

21      customers.  And because of a personal

22      disagreement that he had he did what he did, and

23      if you're convinced after the instructions from

24      the Court, then the only thing I can ask you to

25      do after that point is just to base a reasonable
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1      decision.

2           I thank everybody for their time.  I don't

3      need to read anymore records because I think

4      everybody gets it at this point as far as what's

5      contained in the records.  We thank you.

6           MR. ROMANO:  May it please the Court.

7           Folks, I will be very brief.  This is called

8      the rebuttal part of summation.  You were just

9      asked why are they being lumped together.  You

10      will remember when we showed you the chart, the

11      organizational chart.  It showed that Jason Neal

12      reported to his boss who was Mistretta, Mistretta

13      reported to his boss who was Dingman of The

14      Dingman Group.  And although The Dingman Group is

15      a corporation and The Imported Car Store is a

16      corporation, and Neal an individual, it is

17      because The Dingman Group and The Imported Car

18      Store are responsible for his actions.

19           When he got up here he told you about the

20      jury instruction on vicarious responsibility.

21      For whatever reason he only chose to read to you

22      the first paragraph.  In that first paragraph,

23      and I'm only going to read the latter part of it,

24      it says, "An employer's responsible for the acts

25      of its agent if such act occurs while the agent
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1      is performing services which he was employed to

2      perform or while the agent is acting at least in

3      part" -- at least in part -- "because of the

4      desire to serve his employer and is doing

5      something that is reasonably incidental to his

6      employment or doing something of which was

7      reasonably foreseeable, and reasonably to be

8      expected of a person similarly employed."

9           Here is the second paragraph which is one

10      sentence and which is key to this case.  "An

11      employer can be held liable for the acts of an

12      employee if those acts were committed during the

13      course of the employment and to further a purpose

14      or interest, however excessive or misguided."

15           The law in our state understands that things

16      will happen and the employer must bear the

17      responsibility.  Personal responsibility,

18      corporate responsibility is important.  Many

19      people say these days we've gotten away from

20      accountability where people say put the blame on

21      somebody else.  They need to take that.

22           On the consorium issue regarding Beth, the

23      principal of law in Florida, really in all of our

24      states, says this:  What you do to one spouse so

25      you do unto the other spouse because at least in
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1      one sense --

2           MR. TARLOW:  Objection, Judge.

3           MR. ROMANO:  I will rephrase it, Judge.

4           At least in one sense a couple is one when

5      they come together in marriage.  Therefore, what

6      one suffers through the other endures.  What one

7      endures, the other suffers through.  And that is

8      in large measure what consorium is about.

9           The logic of the defense seems to be that

10      somehow if a couple are experiencing problems,

11      then somehow there is a way to cast blame on the

12      couple for a horrid incident which occurs which

13      brain damages a man.  That is illogical.  That

14      makes no common sense.  That should never be

15      allowed under our system.

16           He mentioned the incident where they were

17      wrestling over the phone and their heads came

18      together.  You heard the testimony that that did

19      not cause injury to Shawn.  That did not cause

20      him to have to go to a hospital.  It didn't cause

21      anything like that.

22           He talked about Dr. Hunt prescribing

23      Abilify.  You are going to have Dr. Hunt's

24      records.  You will not see Dr. Hunt having

25      prescribed Abilify.
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1           And they talk about the reliability of their

2      expert, Dr. Barbano.  One question I asked him --

3      this is a paid, hired expert who simply reviewed

4      the records -- was, "Am I correct in

5      understanding you have not personally reviewed

6      any of the films or the diagnostic studies," and

7      Barbano said, "That's true."  What he reviewed

8      was records or records of different reports.  He

9      never eyeballed the films or the studies

10      themselves.

11           I will comment on one more act and then I'll

12      sit down.  You cannot have been paying attention

13      in this case if you can come over here and stand

14      up and say they've got a dad because it's someone

15      they can say I love you to every day.  Dr. Linde

16      said they don't know who they are going to see

17      each day, who they are going to text, who they

18      are going to talk to; how he will say horrid

19      things to Erika merely by Erika coming towards

20      him to start to ask him a question.  That is part

21      of what I said about a brain injury being the

22      amputation of the soul.  That is part of what has

23      been taken away from the family.

24           Something as simple as going to daddy to say

25      I love you is not something they can do.  They
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1      can't do it anymore.  They don't know how he will

2      respond.  It's frightening for these children.

3      And yet they are doing the best they can do.

4      There is never a wrong time to do the right

5      thing.  Thank you, Judge.

6           (This concludes this excerpt.)
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